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Science Monthly Debrief 

For slides and the WebEx recording on ODOCS, click here then follow the path: Folders -> 

Documents and Drawings -> OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations -> Science Status -> 

Science Monthly -> 2019-07-18.  

 

Site selection update: Final Four – Dante Lauretta  

The PI accepted the Site Selection Board’s recommendation for the Final Four candidate sample 

sites to target for Recon high passes: EX07, “Sandpiper”; DL15, “Nightingale”; DL06, 

“Osprey”; and CQ13, “Kingfisher” (in order from highest to lowest seed, based on safety). These 

sites were presented to NASA on 17 July. The PM confirmed technical readiness to proceed with 

these sites, and the AA provided concurrence. The sites are embargoed from public release until 

after the Apollo 11 50th anniversary celebrations.  

See the slides on ODOCS for the characteristics of each Final Four site, including area, coverage 

by unresolved material, deliverability, tilt, DTM quality, science value, and the change in 

safety/sampleability risk expected with Orbital B data. Kingfisher has a bowl-like shape with 

small adjacent craters from which fresh, unresolved material may have been tossed into the ROI 

on impact. It is ringed by hazardous boulders and is likely the most challenging to access. Osprey 

is a 20-m smooth crater with dark material in the center, the nature of which under debate. 

Nightingale has the highest fraction of unresolved material and appears to be a fresh impact 

crater; however, a large adjacent boulder presents the most significant back-away hazard 

analyzed to date. Sandpiper is a smooth planar region in the southern area of a large crater, 

possibly a flow of material blanketing a rougher terrain. It is the safest so far and may be retained 

at the next downselect for that reason (at least as the back-up). The four sites capture the range of 

observed spectral variation.  

These sites will be surveyed in high passes during Recon A, currently targeted for WOY 40 to 

43. By December 6, the primary and back-up sites will be selected to initiate Recon B planning; 

medium- and low-pass sorties in Recon B are tentatively targeted to begin in WOY 3 of 2020. 

Recon B data will inform the “go for Rehearsal and TAG” decision point in February 2020 or 

later. We will not TAG before 3 July 2020. The development of the NFT feature catalog during 

Recon will be an important driver of TAG readiness. In the event that the safety assessment for 

Sandpiper (which currently appears to be the safest option) is downgraded after Recon, the OLA 

Orbital B shape model will be used to identify the smoothest region of the asteroid. See the slides 

for the detailed timeline, analysis of schedule risks, and options for mitigation.  

Science productivity & deliverables  

• Data product status – Jon Cutts 

MRD-183 sub-products (the global products for sample site selection) have been satisfied by the 

Final Four downselect, although parts still need approval in JIRA. MRDs 149d and 155 are close 

to completion. All L0–L2 blessings for Detailed Survey are complete, except one OLA 

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/Login.aspx


observation. For Orbital B, only OCAMS data have been blessed so far. OTES has no space 

looks in Orbital B, so the cal/val logic needs to be adjusted to address that. Caveat to the blessing 

durations given in the SDPS slides: it takes only 24 hours to bless OVIRS data once calibrated. 

See the slides on ODOCS for a link to the spreadsheet of products blessed to date with their 

JIRA ticket numbers.  

Mike Nolan noted that some of the outstanding MRDs just need some clean-up or finalization to 

reach completion, and some are OBD (overcome by the as-built Bennu). A leadership retreat to 

reassess the outstanding MRDs from the standpoint of Level 1 requirements may be needed.  

• Publications status – Cat Wolner 

The publication guide has been updated to include guidance regarding (1) intra-OREx peer 

review and (2) submission notification. (1) If approached by a journal editor to review a paper 

from the mission, OREx team members should use caution and err on the side of declining if 

there is any question (real or perceived) about whether the review would be objective. Such a 

review should always be orchestrated by the journal without prior discussion among team 

members. (2) Going forward, when submitting a paper, lead authors should notify the 

appropriate WGs, cc’ing the Editor/pubs@orex, and make a copy of the submitted version 

available.  

“Full-field modeling of heat transfer in asteroid regolith: Radiative thermal conductivity of 

polydisperse particulates” by Ryan et al. has been submitted to JGR Planets.  

“Outgassing from the OSIRIS-REx Sample Return Capsule: Characterization and Mitigation” by 

Sandford et al. has been accepted by Acta Astronautica.  

“Global Shape Modeling Using the OSIRIS-REx Scanning Laser Altimeter” by Seabrook et al. 

has been published in Planetary and Space Science.  

See the slides and/or the publication plan on ODOCS for more details on publication status.  

Working group & instrument team updates  

• SAWG – Romy Hanna, Vicky Hamilton 

Romy presented spectral comparisons of Bennu with CMs that have been aqueously altered and 

naturally or experimentally heated (also presented at MetSoc). These analyses indicate that 

Bennu most closely resembles a CM of subtype < 2.5 that has been altered and mildly heated. 

However, there are notable differences (see the slides for details), indicating that these processes 

do not explain all aspects of the OTES spectral shape. Other possible processes affecting the 

Bennu spectra may include space weathering and a minor presence of fine particulates. The 

wavelength of Bennu’s hydration band differs from that of the CMs with which it has been 

compared. The scale difference between Bennu’s surface and meteorite samples may affect the 

extent to which a resemblance should be expected. The PI encourages papers on this and similar 

topics to make predictions regarding the returned sample.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0032063318304471


Vicky presented efforts underway to quantify spectral variations. Although we do not have all of 

the components in the spectral library that we need to model Bennu, we can use “end member” 

spectra from OTES data and quantify their relative contributions. The OTES data exhibit two 

dominant spectral shapes: a low value of the 1000/800 cm–1 ratio with a deeper 440 cm–1 band, 

versus a high value of the 1000/800 cm–1 ratio with a shallower 440 cm–1 band. The spatial 

distribution of these two shapes across the surface of Bennu shows clear variations and indicates 

correlations with temperature, thermal inertia, and particle size. If these two shapes represent end 

members, it should be possible to model all OTES spectra by linear mixtures thereof (i.e., a two-

spectrum library). Initial work using data from Equatorial Station 3 appears promising, and 

further analyses are planned (details in the slides). The ultimate goal is to identify the most 

useful Bennu end members to add to the spectral library.  

• OLA/AltWG – Mike Daly, Olivier Barnouin 

OLA is operating as designed, with near 100% returns. Each scan is returning about 3.35 million 

points over a field of regard roughly 10 by 10 degrees. Scans are spaced about 7 cm apart. OLA 

has acquired 1x coverage of essentially all of the asteroid surface. Mike showed examples of 

unprocessed point clouds, include the prime meridian rock, Sandpiper (EX07), BB03, the north 

pole, and a split rock with some apparent slip along the fracture (see the slides on ODOCS). 

Forward work includes global registration (in process), efforts to understand field distortion and 

the impact of albedo on range, and validating DTM production methods, among other activities. 

Olivier built an exploratory DTM of Sandpiper using all four OLA scans of this region. Most of 

the uncertainties are in rock faces and steep slopes, which is to be expected (see the WebEx 

recording for details).  

• OCAMS – Bashar Rizk 

OCAMS images from Orbital B confirm the existence of sub–2-cm material on Bennu (pixel 

scale, 9 mm). The images also capture interesting features such as “bacon-like” boulders (i.e., 

boulders with mottled albedo variation) and hummocky breccias, with weathering increasingly 

apparent at these higher resolutions.  

Upcoming deadlines  

AGU Fall Meeting 2019—  

Abstracts due to Sci Exec: 24 July  

Abstracts due to conference: 31 July  

Travel requests due to Rosie Muñoz: 15 August  

 

Asteroid Science in the Age of Hayabusa2 and OSIRIS-REx—  

Abstracts due to Sci Exec: 23 August  



Abstracts due to workshop: 6 September  

 

Upcoming meetings  

The next Science Weekly will be Thursday 25 July.  

 


